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We would like to thank the editor for the helpful comments.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS:

While the authors have addressed the content issues raised by the reviewers there remain language/grammar issues that remain to be addressed. The authors are requested to:

1) Seek assistance with editing and proof-reading of the work to ensure that all language and grammatical errors are corrected.

We corrected all language and grammatical errors.

2) Correct misuse of SI units (i.e. grams is given as gm throughout most of the paper instead of g; milligrams in Table 1 are shown as Mg rather than mg).

Corrections were made as suggested.

3) The reference list to be completely reviewed to ensure consistency of style and format, that all references include all relevant bibliographic information and that duplicate references are removed (e.g. refs 26 & 27). The removal of duplicates will also require renumbering of the in text citations.

We revised and removed duplicate references as suggested. With respect to references 26 & 27 in old manuscript (23 & 24 in the updated manuscript), these references are not duplicates. They represent different reports and have been cited as suggested by original documents:
